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Abstract
We review the new approach to the theory of nonlinear W -algebras which is developed recently
and called conformal linearization. In this approachW -algebras are embedded as subalgebras into
some linear conformal algebras with a finite set of currents and most of their properties could be
understood in a much simpler way by studing their linear counterpart. The general construction is
illustrated by the examples of u(N)-superconformal, W (sl(N), sl(2)), W (sl(N), sl(N)) as well as
W (sl(N), sl(3)) algebras. Applications to the construction of realizations (included modulo null
fields realizations) as well as central charge spectrum for minimal models of nonlinear algebras are
discussed.
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1 Introduction
Since the pioneer paper of Zamolodchikov [1], a lot of extended nonlinear conformal algebras (the
W -type algebras) have been constructed and studied (see, e.g., [2] and references therein). The
growing interest to this subject is motivated by many interesting applications of nonlinear algebras
to the string theory, integrable systems, etc. However, the intrinsic nonlinearity of W-algebras
makes it rather difficult to apply to them the standard arsenal of techniques and means used in
the case of linear algebras (while constructing their field representations, etc.).
A way to circumvent this difficulty has been proposed by us in [3, 4, 5, 6]. We found that
in many cases a given nonlinear W algebra can be embedded into some linear conformal algebra
which is generated by a finite number of currents and contains the considered W -algebra as a
subalgebra in some nonlinear basis. The currents of nonlinear algebra are related by an invertible
transformation to those of linear one and most of the properties of the former and the theories
constructed on its basis, can be understood in a more simple way by studying its linear counterpart.
We called this linear algebra the linearizing algebra for the nonlinear one.
An idea to relateW -algebras and Lie algebras is also developed in [7], however in our approach
there is an essential difference: our linearizing algebras are conformal, i.e. they contain Virasoro
subalgebra and the remainder of their currents are primary with respect to Virasoro stress tensor.
To underline this very important property of our linearizing procedure we call it conformal lin-
earization. Up to now the explicit construction of conformal linearization has been carried out for
many examples of nonlinear (super)algebras [3, 4, 5, 6, 8] and in all these cases conformal lineariz-
ing algebras are more efficient, i.e. contain less currents than the algebras of Ref. [7]. Besides being
a useful tool to construct a new more wide class of field realizations of nonlinear algebras [3, 5],
these linear conformal algebras provide a suitable framework for constructing new string theories
as well as studying the embeddings of the Virasoro string in the W -type ones [9, 10, 11].
In the present review we would like to demonstrate that the conformal linearization is a general
property inherent to many nonlinear W -algebras from the W (sl(N), H) series produced via the
Hamiltonian reduction constraints imposed on the affine sl(N) currents, associated with principal
embedding of sl(2) algebra into regular subalgebra H of sl(N) [2, 12, 13]. We describe the heuristic
method of conformal linearization and present linearizing conformal algebras for a wide class of
W -(super)algebras.
Our approach [4, 6] is based on the Conjecture about the relation between conformal lineariz-
ing algebra for W (sl(N), H) and the linearizing algebra for the algebra W˜ obtained via special
Hamiltonian reduction applied to conformal linearizing algebra for W (sl(N), sl(2)). The exis-
tence of correspondence between these linearizing algebras seems reasonable if one remembers that
W (sl(N), sl(2)) algebra turns out to be more universal thanW (sl(N), H) in the sense that the lat-
ter can be generated via secondary Hamiltonian reductions from the former [14, 8]. The Conjecture
as well as the method of construction of conformal linearizing algebras forW (sl(N), sl(2)) [4, 6] are
inspired by the analysis of simplest examples of conformal linearization for W3 (W (sl(3), sl(3)))
and W
(2)
3 (W (sl(3), sl(2))) algebras [3]. After finding the explicit form of the conformal lineariz-
ing algebra for W (sl(N), sl(2)), we will show that its different Hamiltonian reductions can be
linearized using a slight modification of the method used in [7] for the reductions of affine alge-
bra sl(N). However due to the fact that we started from reductions of conformal algebras, their
linearizing algebras are also conformal.
We illustrate the general construction by the examples of u(N)-superconformal [15],
W (sl(N), sl(2)) [12, 16, 17], W (sl(3), sl(3)) [1], W (sl(4), sl(4)) [18, 19] as well as W (sl(N), sl(3))
1
algebras. The explicit formulas relating linearizing and nonlinear conformal algebras for all these
cases are given and their new realizations are produced in this way.
An alternative approach to conformal linearization is developed independently in [8] in the
framework of the quantum secondary Hamiltonian reduction. However the linearization of the
W (sl(N), sl(2)) algebras was not considered in [8], because the method used there does not allow
fields with negative conformal weights which are necessary for this purpose.
The review is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe linearizing conformal algebras for
W (sl(N), sl(2)) as well as for their supersymmetric counterpart - u(N) superconformal algebras.
In Section 3 we formulate the main Conjecture and in the framework of BRST formalism we find
the general formulas for the currents of linearizing conformal algebras forW (sl(N), H). In Sections
4 and 5 we apply general approach of Section 3, toW (sl(N), sl(N)) (WN [18]) andW (sl(N), sl(3))
series of nonlinear algebras. And finally, in Section 6 we end with closing remarks.
2 Linearizing W (sl(N + 2), sl(2)) and u(N) superconformal
algebras.
In this Section we construct conformal linearizing algebras for W (sl(N +2), sl(2)) [12, 16, 17] and
W (sl(N |2), sl(2)) (u(N) superconformal [15]) (super)algebras [4, 6].
Hereafter, some nonlinear redefinition of the currents is called the change of the basis of the
(non)linear algebra, if (i) it is invertible and (ii) both it and its inverse are polynomial in the
currents and derivatives of the latter. A subset of the currents is meant to form a (non)linear
subalgebra of given W -algebra if in some basis this subset is closed; all the algebras related by
(nonlinear) transformations of the basis are treated as equivalent.
Let us start by reminding the operator product expansions (OPEs) for the W (sl(N +
2), sl(2)) and u(N) superconformal algebras (SCAs). The OPEs for these algebras can be written
in a general uniform way keeping in mind that the W (sl(N +2), sl(2)) algebra is none other than
u(N) quasi-superconformal algebra (QSCA) [12, 16, 17]1. Both u(N) SCA and u(N) QSCA have
the same number of generating currents: the stress tensor T (z), the u(1) current U(x), the su(N)
affine currents J ba(x) (1 ≤ a, b ≤ N,Tr(J) = 0) and two sets of currents in the fundamental Ga(x)
and conjugated G¯b(x) representations of su(N). The currents Ga(x), G¯
b(x) are bosonic for u(N)
QSCA and fermionic for u(N) SCA. To distinguish between these two cases we, following Ref.
[16], introduce the parameter ǫ equal to 1 (−1) for the QSCAs (SCAs) and write the OPEs for
these algebras in the following universal form:
T (z1)T (z2) =
c/2
z412
+
2T
z212
+
T ′
z12
, U(z1)U(z2) =
c1
z212
,
T (z1)J
b
a(z2) =
J ba
z212
+
J ba
′
z12
, T (z1)U(z2) =
U
z212
+
U ′
z12
,
T (z1)Ga(z2) =
3/2Ga
z212
+
Ga
z12
, T (z1)G¯
a(z2) =
3/2G¯a
z212
+
G¯a
z12
,
J ba(z1)J
d
c (z2) = (K − ǫ−N)
δdaδ
b
c − 1N δbaδdc
z212
+
δbcJ
d
a − δdaJ bc
z12
,
1Strictly speaking, the W (sl(N + 2), sl(2)) algebra coincides with gl(N) QSCA. In what follows, we will not
specify the real forms of algebras and use the common term u(N) QSCA.
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U(z1)Ga(z2) =
Ga
z12
, U(z1)G¯
a(z2) = −G¯
a
z12
,
J ba(z1)Gc(z2) =
δbcGa − 1N δbaGc
z12
, J ba(z1)G¯
c(z2) =
−δcaG¯b + 1N δbaG¯c
z12
Ga(z1)G¯
b(z2) =
2δbac2
z312
+
2x2δ
b
aU + 2x3J
b
a
z212
+
x2δ
b
aU
′ + x3J
b
a
′
+ 2x5(J
d
aJ
b
d)
z12
+
2x4(UJ
b
a) + δ
b
a
(
x1(UU)− 2ǫT + 2x6(JedJde )
)
z12
, (2.1)
where the central charges c and parameters x are defined by
c =
−6ǫK2 + (N2 + 11ǫN + 13)K − (ǫ+N)(N2 + 5ǫN + 6)
K
, (2.2)
c1 =
N(2K −N − 2ǫ)
2 + ǫN
, c2 =
(K −N − ǫ)(2K −N − 2ǫ)
K
,
x1 =
(ǫ+N)(2ǫ+N)
N2K
, x2 =
(2ǫ+N)(K − ǫ−N)
ǫNK
, x3 =
2K −N − 2ǫ
K
,
x4 =
2 + ǫN
NK
, x5 =
1
K
, x6 =
1
2ǫK
. (2.3)
The currents in the r.h.s. of OPEs (2.1) are evaluated at the point z2, z12 = z1 − z2 and the
normal ordering in the nonlinear terms is understood. Hereafter we will write only regular terms
of OPEs.
The problem of construction of linear algebras for nonlinear ones can be naturally divided
in two steps. At the first step we need to find the appropriate set of additional currents which
linearize the given nonlinear algebra. In other words, we should construct the linear algebra for
extended set of currents with the special relations between, for example, central charges, conformal
weights etc., so that it contains the nonlinear algebra as a subalgebra in some nonlinear basis.
At the second step, we need to explicitly construct the transformation from the linear basis to
a nonlinear one. While the first step is highly non-trivial, the second one is purely technical:
one writes down the most general expressions in the currents of linear algebra with arbitrary
coefficients and conformal weights appropriate to nonlinear algebra currents, and then fixes all
the coefficients from the OPEs of the given nonlinear algebra. In principle, if we know from
some consideration the true linearizing algebra we do not need to know beforehand even OPEs
of nonlinear algebra because all the information about nonlinear algebra is encoded in the linear
one. We could derive OPEs of nonlinear algebra by demanding OPEs between the constructed
general expressions to form a closed set. Below in this Section we consider these two steps for the
algebras under consideration.
The main question we need to answer at first step in order to linearize the u(N) (Q)SCA (2.1)
is as to which minimal set of additional currents must be added to u(N) (Q)SCA to get extended
linear conformal algebras containing (2.1) as subalgebras in some nonlinear basis. The idea of our
construction comes from the observation that the classical (K →∞) u(N) (Q)SCA (2.1) can be
realized as left shifts in the following coset space
g = e
∫
dzQ¯a(z)Ga(z) , (2.4)
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which is parametrized by N parameters-currents Q¯a(z) with unusual conformal weights −1/2. In
this case, the currents of u(N) (Q)SCA (2.1) can be realized in terms of Q¯a(z) and their conjugated
momenta Ga(z) = δ/δQ¯
a with OPEs
Ga(z1)Q¯
b(z2) =
δba
z12
, (2.5)
as well as the currents of the maximal linear subalgebra HN
HN =
{
T, U, J ba, G¯
a
}
. (2.6)
Moreover, a realization of a given current from u(N) (Q)SCA will contain some linear term
belonging to the set of currents
{
T, U, J ba, G¯
a, Q¯a(z), Ga(z)
}
which form the linear algebra. So
actually such a realization describes the change of the basis from this linear algebra to the nonlinear
algebra u(N) (Q)SCA extended by the currents Q¯a(z) .
Though the situation in quantum case is more difficult, it still seems reasonable to try to
generalize this classical picture to the quantum case, i.e. to extend the u(N) (Q)SCA (2.1) by
N additional currents Q¯a(z) with conformal weights −1/2, especially keeping in mind that the
current with just this conformal weight appears in the linearization of W
(2)
3 algebra [3].
Fortunately, this extension is sufficient to construct the linearizing algebra for the
u(N) (Q)SCA in the quantum case also. Without going into details, let us write down the set of
OPEs for this linear algebra with the currents
{
T (z), U(z), J ba(z), Ga(z), G˜
a(z), Q¯a(z)
}
, which we
denote as (Q)SCAlinN algebra
T (z1)T (z2) =
c/2
z412
+
2T
z212
+
T ′
z12
, U(z1)U(z2) =
c1
z212
,
T (z1)J
b
a(z2) =
J ba
z212
+
J ba
′
z12
, T (z1)U(z2) =
U
z212
+
U ′
z12
,
T (z1)Ga(z2) =
3/2Ga
z212
+
Ga
z12
, T (z1)G˜
a(z2) =
3/2G˜a
z212
+
G˜a
z12
,
T (z1)Q¯
a(z2) =
−1/2Q¯a
z212
+
Q¯a
z12
,
J ba(z1)J
d
c (z2) = (K − ǫ−N)
δdaδ
b
c − 1N δbaδdc
z212
+
δbcJ
d
a − δdaJ bc
z12
,
U(z1)Ga(z2) =
Ga
z12
, U(z1)G˜
a(z2) = −G˜
a
z12
, U(z1)Q¯
a(z2) = −Q¯
a
z12
,
J ba(z1)Gc(z2) =
δbcGa − 1N δbaGc
z12
, J ba(z1)G˜
c(z2) =
−δcaG˜b + 1N δbaG˜c
z12
,
J ba(z1)Q¯
c(z2) =
−δcaQ¯b + 1N δbaQ¯c
z12
,
Ga(z1)Q¯
b(z2) =
δba
z12
, Ga(z1)G˜
b(z2) = regular . (2.7)
Here the central charges c and c1 are the same as in (2.3) and the currents Ga(z), G˜
a(z) and Q¯a(z)
are bosonic (fermionic) for ǫ = 1 (−1).
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At the second step, in order to prove that the linear algebra (Q)SCAlinN (2.7) contains u(N) (Q)SCA
(2.1) as a subalgebra, let us perform the following invertible nonlinear transformation to the new
basis
{
T (z), U(z), J ba(z), Ga(z), G¯
a(z), Q¯a(z)
}
, where the ”new” current G¯a(z) is defined as
G¯a = G˜a + y1Q¯
a′′ + y2(J
a
b Q¯
b′) + y3(UQ¯
a′) + y4(J
a
b
′Q¯b) + y5(U
′Q¯a) + y6(TQ¯
a)
+y7(J
c
bJ
a
c Q¯
b) + y8(J
c
bJ
b
c Q¯
a) + y9(UJ
a
b Q¯
b) + y10(UUQ¯
a) + y11(J
c
bGcQ¯
bQ¯a)
+y12(J
a
bGcQ¯
cQ¯b) + y13(G
′
bQ¯
bQ¯a) + y14(GbQ¯
b′Q¯a) + y15(GbQ¯
bQ¯a′)
+y16(GbGcQ¯
bQ¯cQ¯a) + y17(UGbQ¯
bQ¯a) , (2.8)
and the coefficients y1 − y17 are defined as
y1 = 2K , y2 = 4 , y3 =
2(2 + ǫN)
N
, y4 =
2(K − ǫ−N)
K
,
y5 =
(K − ǫ−N)(2 + ǫN)
NK
, y6 = −2ǫ , y7 = 2
K
, y8 =
2
ǫK
, y9 =
2(2 + ǫN)
NK
,
y10 =
(ǫ+N)(2ǫ+N)
N2K
, y11 = y12 =
2
K
, y13 =
2(K −N − 2ǫ)
K
, y14 = 4
y15 = 2 , y16 =
2
ǫK
, y17 =
2(2 + ǫN)
NK
. (2.9)
Now it is a matter of straightforward (though tedious) calculation to check that OPEs for the
subset of currents
{
T (z), U(z), J ba(z), Ga(z)
}
and G¯a(z) (2.8) coincide with the basic OPEs of the
u(N) (Q)SCA (2.1).
Thus, we have shown that the linear algebra (Q)SCAlinN (2.7) contains u(N) (Q)SCA as a
subalgebra in the nonlinear basis.
We close this Section with a few comments.
First of all, the pairs of currents Ga(z) and Q¯
a(z) (with conformal weights equal to 3/2 and
−1/2, respectively) in (2.7) look like “ghost–anti-ghost” fields and so (Q)SCAlinN algebra (2.7) can
be simplified by means of the standard ghost decoupling transformations
U = U˜ − ǫ(GaQ¯a) ,
J ba = J˜
b
a − ǫ(GaQ¯b) + δba
ǫ
N
(GcQ¯
c) ,
T = T˜ +
1
2
ǫ(G′aQ¯
a) +
3
2
ǫ(GaQ¯
a′)− ǫ(2 + ǫN)
2K
U˜ ′ , (2.10)
where the term with the derivative of the current U˜ is added to ensure primarity of U˜ with respect
to the new stress tensor T˜ . In this new basis the algebra (Q)SCAlinN splits into the direct sum
(Q)SCAlinN = ΓN ⊕ ˜(Q)SCAlinN (2.11)
of the ghost–anti-ghost algebra ΓN =
{
Q¯a, Gb
}
with the OPEs (2.5) and the algebra ˜(Q)SCAlinN ={
T˜ , U˜ , J˜ ba, G˜
a
}
with the following set of OPEs
T˜ (z1)T˜ (z2) =
−6ǫK2 + (N2 + 13)K − (N3 −N + 6ǫ)
2K z412
+
2T˜
z212
+
T˜ ′
z12
,
5
U˜(z1)U˜(z2) =
(
2NK
2 + ǫN
)
1
z212
, T˜ (z1)J˜
b
a(z2) =
J˜ ba
z212
+
J˜ ba
′
z12
,
T˜ (z1)U˜(z2) =
U˜
z212
+
U˜ ′
z12
,
T˜ (z1)G˜
a(z2) =
(
3
2
+
ǫ(2 + ǫN)
2K
)
G˜a
z212
+
G˜a
z12
,
J˜ ba(z1)J˜
d
c(z2) = (K −N)
δdaδ
b
c − 1N δbaδdc
z212
+
δbcJ˜
d
a − δdaJ˜ bc
z12
,
U˜(z1)G˜
a(z2) = −G˜
a
z12
, J˜ ba(z1)G˜
c(z2) =
−δcaG˜b + 1N δbaG˜c
z12
,
G˜a(z1)G˜
b(z2) = regular , (2.12)
Secondly, note that the linear algebra ˜(Q)SCAlinN (2.12) has the same number of currents and
the same structure relations as the maximal linear subalgebra HN (2.6) of u(N) (Q)SCA (2.1),
but with the ”shifted” central charges and conformal weights. It is of importance that the central
charges and conformal weights are strictly related as in (2.12)2. Otherwise, with another relation
between these parameters, we would never find the u(N) (Q)SCA (2.1) in (Q)SCAlinN . Thus,
our starting assumption about the structure of linear algebra for u(N) (Q)SCA coming from the
classical coset realization approach, proved to be correct, modulo shifts of central charges and
conformal weights.
Thirdly, let us remark that among the u(N) (Q)SCAs there are many (super)algebras which
are well known under other names. For example3:
(Q)SCA(ǫ = 1, N = 1) ≡ W (2)3 Ref.[20, 21] ,
(Q)SCA(ǫ = −1, N = 1) ≡ N = 2 SCA Ref.[22] ,
(Q)SCA(ǫ = −1, N = 2) ≡ N = 4 SU(2) SCA Ref.[22] .
Finally, the linear algebra ˜(Q)SCAlinN (2.12) is homogeneous in the currents G˜a, so they are
null fields. Evidently we could consistently put them equal to zero, G˜a = 0, and be left with the
Miura realization (2.8) of the u(N) (Q)SCA (2.1) in terms of currents T˜V ir, U˜ , J˜
b
a, Q¯
a and Gb,
where we introduced decoupling basis in ˜(Q)SCAlinN algebra with the new stress tensor T˜V ir
T˜V ir = T˜ − 1
2K
J˜ baJ˜
a
b −
2 + ǫN
4NK
U˜U˜ , (2.13)
commuting with all other currents and having the following central charge cV ir
cV ir = 1− 6(K − 1)
2
K
. (2.14)
2Let us point out that Jacobi identities for the set of currents
{
T˜ , U˜ , J˜ba, G˜
a
}
do not fix neither central charges
nor the conformal weight of G˜a.
3To avoid the singularity in (2.3) at ǫ = −1, N = 2 one should firstly rescale the current U → 1√
2+ǫN
U and
then put ǫ = −1, N = 2 [15].
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In this basis at G˜a = 0 the ˜(Q)SCAlinN algebra (2.12) splits in a direct sum of Virasoro, u(1)
and sl(N) affine algebras. The values of cV ir corresponding to the minimal models of Virasoro
algebra [23] at
K =
p
q
⇒ cV ir = 1− 6(p− q)
2
pq
(2.15)
induce the following spectrum for central charge c (2.2) of u(N) (Q)SCA (2.1)
c =
−6ǫp2 + (N2 + 11ǫN + 13)pq − (ǫ+N)(N2 + 5ǫN + 6)q2
pq
. (2.16)
One can check for the particular cases of N = 2 superconformal and W
(2)
3 algebras that corre-
sponding spectrum contains the spectrum of minimal models for these algebras [24, 21]. Moreover,
as we will show in the Section 4 for the case of WN algebra, spectrum of central charge for its
minimal models can be reproduced by minimal models of this Virasoro algebra. So it seems rea-
sonable to suppose that this property will remain also for the whole series of u(N) (Q)SCAs.
Nevertheless, our conjecture must be checked by the standard methods.
Besides these simplest realizations there are ones with null currents which are realized in terms
of free fields by a non-vanishing operator. In Section 4.1 we will discuss such realizations for W3
algebra.
In the simplest case of W
(2)
3 algebra, the linear
˜QSCAlin1 algebra (2.12) coincides with the
linear algebra W lin3 [3] for W3. For general N the situation is more complicated. This question
will be discussed in the next Section.
3 Secondary linearization of W (sl(N + 2), H) algebras.
In this Section following Refs. [4, 6] we demonstrate that the linear algebra QSCAlinN (2.7)
constructed in the previous Section gives the hints how to find the linearizing algebras for many
other W -type algebras which can be obtained from the W (sl(N + 2), sl(2)) (u(N) QSCAs) via
the secondary Hamiltonian reduction [14].
The W (sl(N + 2), sl(2)) algebra, which have been linearized in the previous Section, can be
obtained through the primary Hamiltonian reduction with minimal set of constraints from the
affine sl(N + 2) algebras [12, 16, 17] and so at a fixed value of N it contains the maximally
possible set of the currents. The full set of constraints on the currents of sl(N +2) algebra which
yield W (sl(N + 2), sl(2)) read 
U T G1 G2 . . . GN
1 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 G1
0 G2
...
... sl(N)− δba
N
U
0 GN

. (3.17)
The W (sl(N + 2), sl(2)) algebras, forming in themselves a particular class of W -algebras with
quadratic nonlinearity, are at the same time universal in the sense that a lot of other W -algebras
with higher nonlinearity can be obtained from them via the secondary Hamiltonian reduction
(e.g., WN algebras, etc.) [14].
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Let us consider a set of possible secondary Hamiltonian reductions of W (sl(N + 2), sl(2))
algebra (3.17), (2.1) to nonlinear algebras which at the same time could be also produced via
primary Hamiltonian reductions of affine sl(N + 2) algebra and belong to the W (sl(N + 2), H)
series4. These are introduced by imposing the following constraints on the W (sl(N + 2), sl(2))
currents
G1 = 1 , G2 = . . . = GN = 0 , (3.18)
sl(N)|sl(2) , (3.19)
where we denoted as sl(N)|sl(2) the set of constraints on the sl(N) currents associated with an
arbitrary embedding of sl(2) algebra into sl(N) subalgebra of W (sl(N + 2), sl(2)).
The main Conjecture we will keep to in this Section is as follows
To find the linearizing algebra for a given nonlinear W algebra related
to W (sl(N + 2), sl(2)) through the Hamiltonian reduction constraints (3.18) and/or
(3.19), one should apply the same reduction to its linearizing algebra QSCAlinN (2.11)
and then linearize the resulting algebra.
Taking into account that QSCAlinN has the structure of direct sum (2.11) of the ghost–anti-
ghost ΓN =
{
Q¯a, Gb
}
(2.5) and ˜(Q)SCAlinN = {T˜ , U˜ , J˜ ba, G˜a} (2.12) algebras, as well as that the
currents Q¯a are the gauge degree of freedom for the gauge transformations produced by constraints
(3.18), one can get another, but equivalent following form of Conjecture
i) To find the linearizing algebra for a given nonlinear W algebra related to
W (sl(N + 2), sl(2)) through the Hamiltonian reduction constraints (3.18) and (3.19),
one should apply the reduction (3.19) to the linear algebra ˜QSCAlinN (2.12) and then
linearize the resulting algebra.
ii) The algebra ˜QSCAlinN itself is the linearizing algebra for the reduction (3.18), i.e.
for W (sl(N + 2), sl(3)) algebra.
iii) Linearizing algebra for reduction (3.19) has the structure of direct sum of the
algebra ΓN and linearizing algebra for reductions (3.19) of algebra ˜QSCAlinN (2.12).
Thus, in fact Conjecture reduces the problem of conformal linearization of the algebra W
obtained from the nonlinear algebra W (sl(N + 2), sl(2)) through the full set of the Hamiltonian
reduction constraints (3.18) and/or (3.19) (i.e. W belongs to W (sl(N + 2), H) series) to the
problem of linearization of the algebra W˜ obtained from the more simple linear algebra ˜QSCAlinN
by imposing the relaxed set (3.19). At present, we are not aware of the rigorous proof of this
assumption, but it works in many examples: W3, W4 algebras (see Subsections 4.1 and 4.2) and
in Section 5 we will prove the point ii) of Conjecture concerning W (sl(N + 2), sl(3)) algebras.
Of course, the secondary Hamiltonian reduction (3.19), being applied to ˜QSCAlinN , gives rise
to a nonlinear algebra. However, the problem of its linearization as we will show below can be
reduced to the linearization of reduction (3.19) applied to the affine subalgebra sl(N) ⊂ ˜QSCAlinN ,
4Let us remind that by definition the W (sl(N), H) algebra is a nonlinear algebra produced via the primary
Hamiltonian reduction constraints imposed on the affine sl(N) currents, associated with principal embedding of
sl(2) algebra into regular subalgebra H of sl(N), and this series forms the complete set of nonlinear algebras
associated with different sl(2) embeddings into sl(N) [2, 12, 13].
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which was already constructed in [7]. The resulting algebra will be just linearizing algebra for the
nonlinear algebra we started with.
Let us briefly discuss the explicit construction of the linearizing algebra W lin for the nonlinear
algebra W˜ obtained from ˜QSCAlinN via the Hamiltonian reduction constraints (3.19).
Let J be a current corresponding to the Cartan element t0 of sl(2) subalgebra. With respect to
the adjoint action of t0 the sl(N) algebra can be decomposed into eigenspaces of t0 with positive,
null and negative eigenvalues ha
sl(N) = (sl(N))− ⊕ (sl(N))0 ⊕ (sl(N))+ ≡ ⊕
ha
(sl(N))ha . (3.20)
(In this Section below, the latin indices (a, b) run over the whole sl(N), Greek indices (α, β) run
over (sl(N))− and the barred Greek ones (α¯, β¯) over (sl(N))0 ⊕ (sl(N))+ .) The Hamiltonian
reduction associated with the decomposition (3.20) can be performed by putting the appropriate
constraints
Jα − χα = 0 , χα ≡ χ(Jα) (3.21)
on the currents Jα from (sl(N))− [2, 12]. These constraints are first class for integral gradings
5,
which means that BRST formalism can be used.
In order to impose the constraints (3.21) in the framework of BRST approach one can introduce
the fermionic ghost–anti-ghost pairs (bα, c
α) with ghost numbers (−1, 1), respectively, for each
current with the negative eigenvalues hα, and with standard OPEs
cα(z1)bβ(z2) =
δαβ
z12
, (3.22)
and the BRST charge
QBRST =
∫
dzJBRST (z) =
∫
dz
(
(Jα − χ(Jα))cα − 1
2
f γα,βbγc
αcβ
)
, (3.23)
which coincides with that given in the paper [7]. The currents
{
T˜ , U˜ , J˜ ba, G˜
a
}
of the algebra
˜QSCAlinN and the ghost fields {bα, cα} form the BRST complex, graded by the ghost number. The
W˜ algebra is defined in this approach as the algebra of operators generating the BRST charge
null cohomology of this complex.
Following [7], let us introduce the ”hatted” currents Ĵa :
Ĵa = J˜a +
∑
β,γ
f γa,βbγc
β , (3.24)
where f γa,β are structure constants of sl(N) in the basis (3.20). As shown in [7], the W -algebras,
associated with the reductions (3.19) of the affine sl(N) can be embedded into linear algebras
formed by the subset of non-constrained currents Ĵα.
In contrast to the sl(N) algebra, our algebra ˜QSCAlinN contains, besides the sl(N) currents
J˜ ba, three additional ones T˜ , U˜ , G˜
a. Fortunately, the presence of these currents create no new
problems while we construct a linearizing algebra for the reduction of ˜QSCAlinN with the BRST
5Let us remind, that the half-integer gradings can be replaced by integer ones, leading to the same reduction
[2].
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charge (3.23). Namely, the improved stress-tensor T̂ with respect to which JBRST in eq. (3.23) is
a spin 1 primary current can be easily constructed
T̂ = T˜ + J ′ +∑
α
{−(1 + hα)bαcα′ − hαb′αcα} , (3.25)
so together with the zero ghost number current U˜ it commutes with QBRST and belongs to both
W˜ and its linearizing algebra we are searching for. As regards the current G˜i, one could check
that it extends the complex generated by the currents Ĵa, bα, c
β with preserving the structure of
the BRST subcomplexes of the paper [7], and forms, together with non-constrained currents Ĵα
and cα, a reduced BRST subcomplex and subalgebra which does not contain the currents with
negative ghost numbers. Hence, following the same arguments which are given in [7]6, we can
conclude that besides the non-constrained currents Ĵα, the currents G˜
i also belong to the set of
linearizing algebra currents for the W˜ algebra and the last one closes not only modulo BRST exact
operators, but in its own right.
Thus, the subset of the non-constrained currents Ĵα (3.24), stress tensor T̂ (3.25) and the
currents
Û ≡ U˜ , Ĝ ≡ G˜i (3.26)
form the conformal linearizing algebra W lin for the nonlinear algebra W˜ . According to our main
Conjecture, it forms, modulo algebra ΓN , the linearizing algebra for W algebra obtained from
W (sl(N + 2), sl(2)) through the secondary Hamiltonian reduction associated with constraints
(3.18) and/or (3.19).
Let us close this Section with a few remarks.
All results of this Section can be naturally generalized to the case of W (sl(N |2), H) superalge-
bras. Thus all the considerations given here will be valid, if altogether W (sl(N + 2), H) algebras
are replaced by W (sl(N |2), H) superalgebras and in the sets of constraints (3.18) and (3.19) only
(3.19) are kept (constraints (3.18) are forbidden for superalgebras due to fermionic statistic of
current G1), so in this case only the point iii) of Conjecture survives.
Conformal linearizing algebras constructed in this Section are more efficient compared to non-
conformal linearizing algebras constructed in [7] for corresponding primary Hamiltonian reductions
of sl(N + 2) affine algebra. Simple comparison shows that a given conformal linearizing algebra
contains by N + 1 (by 1) currents less than the one from [7] for the algebras corresponding to
points i), ii) (to point iii) ) of Conjecture.
In the next Sections we will illustrate the general construction of this Section by the examples
of W (sl(N), sl(N)) (WN) and W (sl(N), sl(3)) algebras.
4 Linearizing WN algebras.
In this Section we apply the general procedure described in the previous Section 3 to the case
of the principal embedding of sl(2) into sl(N) algebra to construct the linearizing algebras W linN
[4, 6] for WN (W (sl(N), sl(N))) [18] algebras corresponding to the point i) of Conjecture.
For the principal embedding of sl(2) into sl(N) with the currents J˜ ba, (1 ≤ a, b ≤ N, Tr(J) = 0),
current J which correspond to the Cartan element of sl(2) is defined to be
6We don’t reproduce here all details and refer a reader to the original paper [7].
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J = −
N−1∑
m=1
mJ˜N−mN−m , (4.1)
and the decomposition of affine algebra sl(N) reads as follows
(sl(N))− ∝
{
J˜ ba, (2 ≤ b ≤ N, 1 ≤ a < b)
}
,
(sl(N))0 ⊕ (sl(N))+ ∝
{
J˜ ba, (1 ≤ a ≤ N − 1, a ≤ b ≤ N)
}
, (4.2)
i.e. (sl(N))− consists of those entries of the N × N current matrix which stand below the main
diagonal, and the remainder just constitutes the subalgebra (sl(N))0 ⊕ (sl(N))+.
Now, using general expressions of previous Section for the linearizing algebra currents (3.24) –
(3.26) with principal gradation (4.1), (4.2) and OPEs (2.12), (3.22), and introducing the new
stress tensor T̂
T̂ = T̂ + (N + 2)(K − 1)
2K
Û ′ , (4.3)
we are able to explicitly write OPEs for the currents of conformal linearizing algebra W linN+2 which
contains the WN+2 algebra as a subalgebra:
T̂ (z1)T̂ (z2) =
(N + 1)
(
1− (N + 2)(N + 3) (K−1)2
K
)
2z412
+
2T̂
z212
+
T̂ ′
z12
,
Û(z1)Û(z2) =
(
2NK
2 +N
)
1
z212
,
T̂ (z1)Ĵ ba(z2) =
(N + 1− 2a)(K − 1)δba
z312
+
(b− a+ 1)Ĵ ba
z212
+
Ĵ ba
′
z12
,
T̂ (z1)Û(z2) = −2N(K − 1)
z312
+
Û
z212
+
Û ′
z12
,
T̂ (z1)Ĝi(z2) = (i+ 2)Ĝ
i
z212
+
Ĝi′
z12
,
Ĵ ba(z1)Ĵ
d
c (z2) = K
δdaδ
b
c − 1N δbaδdc
z212
+
δbcĴ
d
a − δdaĴ bc
z12
,
Û(z1)Ĝ
i(z2) = − Ĝ
i
z12
, Ĵ ba(z1)Ĝ
i(z2) =
−δiaĜb + 1N δbaĜi
z12
,
Ĝi(z1)Ĝ
j(z2) = regular , (4.4)
where the indices run over the following ranges:
Ĵ ba : (1 ≤ a ≤ N − 1, a ≤ b ≤ N) , Ĝi : (1 ≤ i ≤ N) .
In this non-primary basis the currents Ĝi have the same conformal weights 3, 4, ..., N + 2 as the
currents of WN+2 algebra, so the stress tensor T̂ coincides with the stress tensor of WN+2 algebra.
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It is also instructive to rewrite the W linN+2 algebra (4.4) in the primary basis
{
T , Û , Ĵ ba, Ĝi
}
,
where a new stress-tensor T is defined as
T = T̂ − (N + 2)(K − 1)
2K
Û ′ +
K − 1
K
N−1∑
m=1
m
(
ĴN−mN−m
)′
(4.5)
and the OPEs have the following form
T (z1)T (z2) =
N + 1− 6 (K−1)2
K
2z412
+
2T
z212
+
T ′
z12
, Û(z1)Û(z2) =
(
2NK
2 +N
)
1
z212
,
T (z1)Ĵ ba(z2) =
(
1− a−b
K
)
Ĵ ba
z212
+
Ĵ ba
′
z12
,
T (z1)Û(z2) = Û
z212
+
Û ′
z12
,
T (z1)Ĝi(z2) =
(
3
2
+ 1+2i
2K
)
Ĝi
z212
+
Ĝi′
z12
,
Ĵ ba(z1)Ĵ
d
c (z2) = K
δdaδ
b
c − 1N δbaδdc
z212
+
δbcĴ
d
a − δdaĴ bc
z12
,
Û(z1)Ĝ
i(z2) = − Ĝ
i
z12
, Ĵ ba(z1)Ĝ
i(z2) =
−δiaĜb + 1N δbaĜi
z12
,
Ĝi(z1)Ĝ
j(z2) = regular . (4.6)
In this basis the ”chain” structure of linearizing algebras W linN , i.e. the property of linearizing
algebras with a given N to be subalgebras of those with a higher N , becomes most transparent.
Namely, if we redefine the currents of W linN+2 as
U1 = Û −N
N−1∑
m=1
Ĵmm ,
U = (N + 2)(N − 1)
N(N + 1)
Û +
2
N + 1
N−1∑
m=1
Ĵmm
T˜ = T +
√
N + 2
12KN2(N + 1)
U ′1 ,
(
or T˜ = T − N + 2
2KN2(N + 1)
(U1U1)
)
,
J ba = Ĵ ba −
δba
N − 1
N−1∑
m=1
Ĵmm , (1 ≤ a ≤ N − 2, a ≤ b ≤ N − 1) ,
Sa = ĴNa , (1 ≤ a ≤ N − 1) ,
Gi = Ĝi , (1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1) ,
Q = ĜN , (4.7)
then the subset T˜ ,U ,J ba ,Gi generates the algebra W linN+1 in the form (4.6). Thus, the W linN+2
algebras constructed have the following structure
W linN+2 =
{
W linN+1,U1,Sa,Q
}
(4.8)
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and therefore there exists the following chain of embeddings
. . .W linN ⊂W linN+1 ⊂W linN+2 . . . . (4.9)
Let us stress that the nonlinear WN+2 algebras do not possess the chain structure like (4.9), this
property is inherent only to their linearizing algebras W linN+2.
By this we finished the construction of conformal linearizing algebras W linN+2 which contain
WN+2 as subalgebras in a nonlinear basis. The explicit expression for the transformations from the
currents ofW linN+2 algebra to those formingWN+2 algebra is a matter of straightforward calculation
once we know the exact structure of the linearizing algebra. In the next Subsections for the
particular cases of W3 and W4 algebras we will consider this question in more detail.
Finally, let us stress that knowing the structure of the linearized algebras W linN+2 helps us to
reveal some interesting properties of the WN+2 algebras and their representations.
First of all, each realization of W linN+2 algebra gives rise to a realization of WN+2. Hence, the
relation between linear and nonlinear algebras opens a way to find new non-standard realizations
of WN+2 algebras. As was shown in [9, 10] for the particular case of W3, these new realizations
(for details, see next Subsection) can be useful for constructions of new string theories and solving
the problem of embedding Virasoro string into the W3 one.
Among many interesting realizations of W linN+2 there is one very simple particular realization
which can be described as follows. A careful inspection of the OPEs (4.6) shows that the currents
Ĝi , Ĵ ba : (1 ≤ a ≤ N − 1, a < b ≤ N) (4.10)
are null fields and so they can be consistently put equal to zero. In this case the algebra W linN+2
will contain only Virasoro stress tensor T and N u(1)-currents
{
Û , Ĵ11 , . . . Ĵ
N−1
N−1
}
. Of course, there
exists the new decoupling basis, where all these currents commute with each other (see similar
discussion at the end of Section 2). One can check that the currents of WN+2 algebra are realized
in this basis in terms of some stress tensor TV ir with the same central charge cV ir as is given in eq.
(2.14) and N decoupled commuting u(1) currents. Surprisingly, the values of cV ir corresponding
to the minimal models of Virasoro algebra (2.15) [23] induce the central charge cmin.mod.WN+2 (p, q) of
the minimal models for WN+2 algebra [18]
cmin.mod.WN+2 (p, q) = (N + 1)
(
1− (N + 2)(N + 3)(p− q)
2
pq
)
(4.11)
(let us remind that the stress tensor ofWN+2 coincides with the stress tensor T̂ in the non-primary
basis (4.4)). For the W3 algebra this property has been first discussed in [3].
4.1 Linearizing W3 algebra.
In this Subsection, as an example of our construction, we present the explicit formulas concerning
the conformal linearization of W3 algebra [3].
The W3 algebra [1] contains the currents
{
T̂ ,W
}
with spins {2, 3}, respectively.
The structure of the linearizing algebra W lin3 in the primary basis can be read off from the
OPEs (4.6) by putting N = 1. So, the algebra W lin3 contains the currents
{
T , Û , Ĝ1
}
, with the
conformal weights
{
2, 1, 3(K+1)
2K
}
, respectively.
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Passing to the currents of W3 goes over two steps.
Firstly, we must write down most general, nonlinear in the currents of W lin3 , invertible expres-
sions for the currents T̂ ,W with the desired conformal weights 2 and 3. It can be easily done
in the nonprimary basis (4.4), where the stress tensor T̂ coincides with the stress tensor of W3
algebra.
Secondly, we should calculate the OPEs between the constructed expressions and demand them
to form a closed set.
This procedure completely fixes all the coefficients in the expressions for the currents of W3
algebra in the primary basis in terms of currents of W lin3 (up to unessential rescalings). Let us
stress that we do not need to know the explicit structure ofW3 algebra. By performing the second
step, we automatically reconstruct the W3 algebra.
Let us present here the results of our calculations for the W3 algebra
T̂ = T + 3(K − 1)
2K
Û ′ ,
W = Ĝ1 + 6
1/2
((5K − 3)(5− 3K))1/2 (−(ÛT ) +
1
K
(ÛÛ Û) +
3(K − 1)
2K
(Û Û ′)− K − 1
2
T ′ + (K − 1)
2
4K
(Û ′′)) . (4.12)
Thus, all the remarkable nonlinear features of W3 algebra can be traced to the choice of a
nonlinear basis in the linear algebra W lin3 . For example, every realization of W
lin
3 is a realization
of the W3 algebra simultaneously
7. So the problem of the construction W3-realizations is reduced
to much more simple problem of constructing realizations of W lin3 . In the rest of this Subsection
we present an example of such a realizations.
From the simple structure of the W lin3 algebra OPEs (4.6) at N = 1 it is evident that its most
general realization includes at least two free bosonic scalar fields φi (i = 1, 2) with OPEs
φi(z1)φj(z2) = −δijln(z) , (4.13)
as well as a commuting with them Virasoro stress tensor Tr having a nonzero central charge which
we denote cTr . Representing the bosonic primary field Ĝ
1 in the standard way by an exponential
of φi, the current Û by the derivative of φi and T by the sum of Tr and the standard stress-tensors
of φi with background charges, and requiring them to satisfy the OPEs (4.6), we find the following
expressions
Ĝ1 = s · exp
i
√
n− 3
2K
φ2 +
i
√
3√
2K
φ1
 ,
Û = −i
√
2K
3
φ′1 ,
T = Tr − 1
2
(φ′1)
2 −−1
2
(φ′2)
2 −
i
(
3− n + 3
2K
)
2
√
n− 3
2K
φ′′2 ,
cTr = 3
(
3− n+ 3
K
)2
n− 3
2K
− 6(K − 1)
2
K
, (4.14)
7Of course, the inverse statement is not correct in general.
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where n ∈ Z+ and s is an arbitrary parameter. Its arbitrariness reflects the invariance of the
OPEs (4.6) with respect to rescaling of the null field Ĝ1. If s 6= 0, it can always be chosen, e. g.,
equal to unity by a constant shift of the field φ1.
In the case of s = 0 the obtained realizations can be simplified by introducing a new Virasoro
stress-tensor T˜r with the central charge cT˜r , which absorbs the field φ2
T˜r = Tr − 1
2
(φ′2)
2 −
i
(
3− n + 3
K
)
2
√
n− 3
2K
φ′′2 , (4.15)
c
T˜r
= 1− 6(K − 1)
2
K
(4.16)
and φ2−dependence disappears altogether. In this notation the expressions (4.14) are given by
Ĝ1 = 0 ,
Û = −i
√
2K
3
φ′1 ,
T = T˜r − 1
2
(φ′1)
2
. (4.17)
After substituting eqs. (4.14) into (4.12), we get a realization of the W3 algebra which gener-
alizes the realization obtained in [25] and is reduced to it at s = 0.
The discussed here realizations could be a starting point for constructing new versions of W3-
string theories [9, 10]. For example, as was shown recently in [10] a special case of these realizations
corresponding to n = 0, provides embedding of the Virasoro string into non-critical and critical
W3 strings.
4.2 Linearizing W4 algebra.
In this Subsection, we continue our consideration of algebras belonging to WN series, and discuss
the conformal linearization of W4 algebra [4, 6, 8].
The W4 algebra [19] contains the currents
{
T̂ ,W,V
}
with spins {2, 3, 4}, respectively.
The structure of the linearizing algebra W lin4 in the primary basis can be read off from the
OPEs (4.6) by putting N = 2. So, the algebra W lin4 contains the currents
{
T , Û , Ĵ11, Ĵ21, Ĝ1, Ĝ2
}
,
with the conformal weights
{
2, 1, 1, K+1
K
, 3(K+1)
2K
, 3K+5
2K
}
, respectively.
Using exactly the same arguments as given in previous Subsection, we write down most general,
nonlinear in the currents of W lin4 , invertible expressions for the currents T̂ ,W,V with the desired
conformal weights 2, 3 and 4. It can be easily done in the nonprimary basis (4.4), where the
stress tensor T̂ coincides with the stress tensor of W4 algebra. After that we calculate the OPEs
between the constructed expressions and demand them to form a closed set.
The results of our calculations for the W4 algebra look as follows
T̂ = T + 2(K − 1)
K
Û ′ − K − 1
K
Ĵ11
′ ,
W = Ĝ1 + K − 1
K
(T1 − T2)′ + 1
K
(
(T1 − T2)Û
)
− K − 1
K
Ĵ21
′ − 1
K
(Ĵ21Û) ,
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V = −Ĝ2 + K − 1
K
Ĝ1′ +
1
2K
(
(Ĵ21Ĵ
2
1) + Ĵ
2
1
′′
)
+
1
K
(
(Û − 2Ĵ11)Ĝ1
)
− 1
K
(
(T1 − T2)Ĵ21
)
+
1
2K
((T1 − T2)(T1 − T2))− 2
K2
(
Ĵ11Ĵ
2
1
)′
+
1
K2
(
(T1 + T2)(2(K − 1)Û ′ + (Û Û))
)
+
K − 1
K2
(
(T1 + T2)
′Û
)
+
(K − 1)2
2K2
(T1 + T2)
′′ +
(K − 1)
3K2
Û ′′′
+
(2−K)(2K − 1)
4K3
(Û ′′Û) +
(K − 1)2
K3
(Û ′Û ′) +
16(3− 2K)(3K − 2)
K(300− 637K + 300K2)(T T )
+
−120K4 + 430K3 − 617K2 + 430K − 120
4K2(300− 637K + 300K2) T
′′ , (4.18)
where the auxiliary currents T1 and T2 are defined as
T1 = T − 1
K
(Ĵ11Ĵ
1
1)−
1
2K
(Û Û) ,
T2 =
1
K
(Ĵ11Ĵ
1
1)−
K − 1
K
Ĵ11
′ . (4.19)
Let us repeat again that from the beginning we do not need to know the explicit structure of W4
algebra except for the spin content of its currents. By performing the calculations we automatically
reconstruct the W4 algebra.
For the W lin4 algebra (4.6) the currents Ĝ
1, Ĝ2 and Ĵ21 are null-fields. So we can consistently
put them equal to zero. In this case the expressions (4.18) provide us with the Miura realization
of W4 algebra in terms of two currents with conformal spins 2 (T1, T2) and with the same central
charges, and one current with spin 1 (Û) which commute with each other.
5 Linearizing W (sl(N + 2), sl(3)) algebras.
In this Section following Refs. [6, 27] we prove the point ii) of the main Conjecture of Section
3 concerning linearizing algebras for W (sl(N + 2), sl(3)) by explicit construction of invertible
expressions for the currents of W (sl(N +2), sl(3)) algebra in terms of currents of ˜QSCAlinN (2.12).
Let us briefly remind the conformal spin content ofW (sl(N+2), sl(3)) algebra [12]. It consists
of the following currents: spin-two stress tensor T , spin-one sl(N − 1) (N > 1) and u(1) affine
currents J ba and U , respectively, commuting with them spin-three current W, and two multiplets
of spin-two currents Ta and T a having opposite u(1) charge and belonging to the fundamental and
its conjugated representations of sl(N − 1).
Using exactly the same approach as given in Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 for the cases of W3 and
W4 algebras, we introduce nonprimary basis for the currents of ˜QSCAlinN algebra (2.12) with new
stress tensor
T̂ = T˜ + (N + 2)(K −N)
2NK
U˜ ′ + J˜11
′ , (5.20)
with the following central charge cW (sl(N+2),sl(3))
cW (sl(N+2),sl(3)) = N
2 + 24N + 25− 24K − N
3 + 6N2 + 11N + 6
K
. (5.21)
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In this basis the currents
{
T̂ , U˜ , J˜11, J˜ ba, J˜1a, J˜a1, G˜1, G˜a
}
(where here 2 ≤ a, b ≤ N) have the
spins {2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0, 3, 2}, respectively, so stress tensor T̂ coincides with the stress tensor of the
W (sl(N + 2), sl(3)) algebra. In this basis we write down most general, nonlinear in the currents
of ˜QSCAlinN algebra, invertible expressions for the currents {W,J ba,U , Ta, T a} with the desired
conformal weights {3, 1, 1, 2, 2}, calculate the OPEs between the constructed expressions and
demand them to form a closed set.
Let us present here the results of our calculations
J ba = J˜ ba +
1
N − 1 J˜
1
1δ
b
a ,
U = −2(N − 1)
N
U˜ + 2J˜11 ,
Ta = J˜1a ,
T a = G˜a + 1
3K(K −N)(−
2K2 − 3K + 2
2
J˜a1
′′ − (K −N − 1)(J ab ′J˜ b1)− (2K − 1)(J ab J˜ b1′)
−(N + 2)(K − 1)
2N
(U˜ ′J˜a1)−
(N + 2)(K − 1)
N
(U˜ J˜a1
′) +
2K −N2 −N − 2
2(N − 1) (J˜
1
1
′J˜a1)
+
2K +N − 2
N − 1 (J˜
1
1J˜
a
1
′)− 1
2
(J cbJ bcJ˜a1)− (J cbJ ac J˜ b1)−
N + 2
N
(U˜J ab J˜ b1)
+
2
N − 1(J
a
b J˜
1
1J˜
b
1)−
N2 −N + 2
2(N − 1)2 (J˜
1
1J˜
1
1J˜
a
1) +
N + 2
N(N − 1)(U˜ J˜
1
1J˜
a
1)
−(N + 1)(N + 2)
2N2
(U˜ U˜ J˜a1) +K(T˜ J˜
a
1)− (J˜1b J˜a1J˜ b1)), (5.22)
W = −G˜1 + 1
3(N − 3K + 2)(
N + 2
N
(T˜ U˜) +
2K
(K −N)(T˜ J˜
1
1)−
N − 3K + 2
2
T˜ ′
+
(N + 2)2(K + 5KN −N2 − 3N − 2)
6KN3(N − 3K + 2) (U˜ U˜U˜) +
(N + 2)(K + 2KN −N − 2)
N2(K −N)(N − 3K + 2) (U˜U˜ J˜
1
1)
−(N + 2)(K −N − 2)(2K − 5KN +N
2 + 2N)
2NK(K −N)(N − 1)(N − 3K + 2) (U˜ J˜
1
1J˜
1
1)
+
(K2(11N2 − 13N + 2)−K(6N3 +N2 − 20N + 4) +N4 + 2N3 − 4N2 − 8N)
3K(K −N)(N − 1)2(N − 3K + 2) (J˜
1
1J˜
1
1J˜
1
1)
+
(N − 2)(N − 3K + 2)
K(N − 1)(K −N) (J˜
1
1J˜
1
aJ˜
a
1) +
(N + 2)(N − 3K + 2)
KN(K −N) (U˜ J˜
1
aJ˜
a
1)
−(N + 2)(K −N − 2)
2KN(K −N) (U˜J
b
aJ ab )−
KN −K +N + 2
K(N − 1)(K −N)(J
b
aJ ab J˜11)
+
(N − 3K + 2)
K(K −N) (J
b
aJ˜
1
b J˜
a
1)−
N − 3K + 2
3K(K −N)(K − 1)(J
b
aJ cbJ ac)
−(N + 2)(K
2 + 4KN − 2K −N2 − 2N)
2NK(K −N) (U˜ J˜
1
1
′)− (N + 2)(K +N − 2)
2N(K −N) (U˜
′J˜11)
+
N − 3K + 2
K
(J˜1a
′J˜a1)−
K2(5N − 2)−K(3N2 + 16N − 4) + 4N2 + 8N
2K(K −N)(N − 1) (J˜
1
1
′J˜11)
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+
(3K2 − 3NK − 12K + 4N + 8)(N − 3K + 2)
6K(K −N)(K − 1) (J
b
a
′J ab ) +
2(K − 1)(N − 3K + 2)
K(K −N) (J˜
1
aJ˜
a
1
′)
−(N + 2)(K + 2NK −N − 2)
2N2K
(U˜ ′U˜)− (N + 2)(3K
2 + 2NK − 2K −N2 + 4)
12NK
(U˜ ′′)
−3K
3 +K2(17N − 2)−K(9N2 + 22N − 4) +N3 + 6N2 + 8N
6K(K −N) (J˜
1
1
′′)), (5.23)
where here the indices a, b, ... run over the following ranges: 2 ≤ a, b ≤ N .
Let us remind that for the ˜(Q)SCAlinN algebra (2.12) the currents G˜a are null fields and we
can consistently put them equal to zero (see discussion at the end of Section 2). In this case
the expressions (5.20), (5.22), (5.23) provide us with the Miura realization of W (sl(N + 2), sl(3))
algebra in terms of currents T˜ , U˜ , J˜ ba. Using the arguments similar to those in the end of the
Section 2 we have following conjecture for the spectrum of central charges of W (sl(N + 2), sl(3))
algebra minimal models
cW (sl(N+2),sl(3)) = N
2 + 24N + 25− 24p
2 + (N3 + 6N2 + 11N + 6)q2
pq
. (5.24)
At the end of this Section we would like to briefly discuss one more application of formulas
(5.20), (5.22), (5.23) to the construction of the so called modulo null fields realizations for W3
algebra. In contradistinction to ordinary realizations, for such ones in the OPE of spin-three
current W with itself, besides the standard terms, some nonzero spin-four operator V is also
present8
W(z1)W(z2) = standard terms+ V
z12
+
V ′
2z12
. (5.25)
There is one strong restriction on this operator: its OPE with itself must contain no central term,
i.e.
< VV >= 0, (5.26)
nevertheless in the r.h.s. of this OPE another current possessing the same property (5.26) could
appears. All such currents are called null fields and form the ideal of the algebra. Due to the last
property they can be consistently set equal to zero and on the shell of these constraints spin 2
and 3 currents form a realization of W3 algebra.
From the above definition it is clear that the problem of construction of the realizations modulo
null fields is very complicated one. However it can be reduced to an easier task of construction of
the ordinary realizations, but for bigger algebras, containing more currents thanW3 and including
the OPE (5.25) among the full set of its OPEs. Then for some discrete values of the central charge,
null field condition (5.26) for the spin-four operator of such algebra could be satisfied and so at this
particular values of the central charge the realizations of such bigger algebra form simultaneously
a W3 realization modulo null fields.
As has been shown in the beginning of this Section, the W (sl(N + 2), sl(3)) algebras contain
the currents with spins 2 and 3 and so on their basis we can apply the above mentioned approach
for construction of modulo null fields realizations of W3 algebra.
8This operator could be composite or elementary.
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Following [26, 27] we introduce the new stress tensor Tw
Tw = T̂ − 1
2(K − 1)J
b
aJ ab −
N + 2
8(N − 1)(3K −N − 2)UU , (5.27)
with the central charge cW3
cW3 = −
(4K −N − 2)(3K −N − 3)(2K −N − 1)
K(K − 1) , (5.28)
which together with the spin-three current W commutes with the currents U , J ba and belongs to
the coset
W (sl(N + 2), sl(3))
u(1)⊕ sl(N − 1) . (5.29)
Substituting (5.20), (5.22) into (5.27), (5.23) and using the basic OPEs (2.12), one can check that
OPE of spin 3 current with itself looks like (5.25) and spin-four operator9 becomes the null field
at the following values of central charge cW3 and corresponding values of parameter K [26, 27]
cW3 = c
min.mod.
W3
(3, 2) = −2⇒ K = N + 2
2
, (N 6= 2);K = N + 1
3
, (N 6= 2);K = N + 3
4
;
cW3 = c
min.mod.
W3 (5 +N, 2 +N) =
2(N − 7)(N + 14)
(N + 2)(N + 5)
⇒ K = N + 5
3
, (N 6= 7); (5.30)
cW3 = c
min.mod.
W3 (4−N, 6) =
2(N + 4)(2N + 1)
N − 4 ⇒ K =
N + 2
6
, (N 6= 4); (5.31)
where cmin.mod.W3 (p, q) is defined by eq. (4.11) at N = 1. So just for these values of parameter K
every realization of ˜QSCAlinN algebra (2.12) induces modulo null fields realization of W3 algebra
with the currents Tw (5.27) and W (5.23). A first attempt to classify the possible algebras which
allow a contraction to WN is made in [28] (see also references therein) where the central charge
spectrum (5.30) was conjectured. The central charge spectrum (5.31) have been constructed only
very recently in [27].
6 Conclusion.
In this review we have described the class of linear (super)conformal algebras with finite num-
bers of generating currents which contain in some nonlinear basis a wide class of
W -(super)algebras, including W (sl(N+2), sl(2)), W (sl(N |2), sl(2)) ( u(N)-superconformal ),
W (sl(N + 2), sl(3)) as well as WN nonlinear algebras. The discussed algebras do not exhaust all
examples of conformal linearization and we refer the interested reader to the original papers [5, 26]
where W (sl(3|1), sl(3)),W2,4 [29, 19], WB2 [30] and spin 5/2 [1] (super)algebras are analyzed. We
have illustrated some applications of conformal linearization. Thus using the relations between lin-
earizing and nonlinear algebras we predicted the spectrum of central charges for u(N) (Q)SCA and
9For considered algebras spin-four operator V is very complicated composite operator and we do not reproduce
here its explicit expression.
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W (sl(N), sl(3)) minimal models as well as constructed large class of their realizations, including
the induced modulo null fields realizations for W3 algebra.
We do not have a rigorous proof of our main Conjecture of Section 3, but we have shown that it
works for a wide class of nonlinearW -algebras corresponding to the points i) and ii) of Conjecture.
It is very interesting to extend this investigation to the technically more complicated case of
algebras associated with the point iii) 10. The explicit construction of the linearizing algebrasW linN+2
forWN+2 reveals many interesting properties of these algebras: they have a ”chain” structure (i.e.
the linear algebras with a given N are subalgebras of those with a higher N), the central charge
of the Virasoro subsector of these linear algebras in the parametrization corresponding to the
Virasoro minimal models, while putting the null fields equal to zero, induces the central charge for
the minimal models ofWN , etc. These are some of the reasons why we believe that our conjecture
is true. Nevertheless, it would be very interesting either to fully confirm the Conjecture from some
first principles or to find the restrictions on the range of its applicability.
Method of conformal linearization for W (sl(N + 2), H) (W (sl(N |2), H)) algebras described
here admits a natural generalization to a larger class of nonlinear superalgebras W (sl(N,M), H).
This work is in progress now.
We have explicitly demonstrated in the case of W3, W4 and W (sl(N + 2), sl(3)) algebras that
we do not need to know beforehand the structure relations of the nonlinear algebras, which rapidly
become very complicated with growth of spins of the involved currents. Once we have constructed
the linearizing algebra, we could reproduce the structure of the corresponding nonlinear one. So,
one of the open questions now is how much information about the properties of a given nonlinear
algebra we can extract from its linearizing algebra. The answer to this question could be important
for applications of linearizing algebras to W -strings, integrable systems with W -type symmetry,
etc..
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